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This book is based upon our YouTube series "Idiots Guide to Islam", of Q & A chapters that are
listened to. It is fully complimented, with more details on our web site
"www.inthenameofallah.org"The purpose of this book is to enlighten, step by step, an otherwise
IGNORANT immense majority of humanity among both the so called Believers & Unbelievers about
the FACTS & REALITYof the Cult of Muhammadan Islam.All references are based entirely upon the
Arabic language of the Quran, Hadiths, Arab & Islamic histories.It analyses almost every concept,
precept, thought, idea, expression and relevant verse of the Quran and contains extremely
controversial and unusual statements and conclusions.By the time one has either read this book or
listened to the series, one will become so knowledgeable on the Quran, Hadiths, Arab & 'Islamic'
histories, to such an extent, that never again would one be fooled, deceived or misled regarding
these subjects.
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I've been a fan of "The Idiot's Guide To Islam" videos for quite some time. The chapters are easy to
understand, concise, and irrefutable. The author has even offered a cash reward to anyone who can
disprove any of his chapters. To date, the reward is unclaimed.The author uses Islam's own holy
texts to expose the failings, inconsistencies, and fallacies of the Quran and the prophet Muhammad,
the basis of Islam. Every claim is backed by the words and writings of Islamic scholars, verses from
the Quran, and lessons from the Hadith.You can hear the audio chapters as you read by visiting

YouTube and locating the user "AhmadsQuran3". Links to the author's website and blog are listed
there.Lifting the Veil: The True Faces of Muhammad and Islam

If you've wished you could recall which of the first 100 videos produced by AhmadsQuran3 covered
which topic, you need to buy this book. All references used in the vids are included in each chapter
of this comprehensive text. Take your time studying this compilation, and don't be shy about
highlighting and making notes. This dedicated and articulate teacher makes every effort to enlighten
his audience, leaving no question about Muhammad's Islam unreferenced. No one knows Islam
better than the Arabic speakers who read the koran and its mountains of explanatory books in the
original language. No one benefits more than the English speakers who have wondered "what" and
"why" Islam is.

The book is spotty, some parts revealing information otherwise unheard in the West about Islam,
mostly things Mohammedans would rather you not know, the truth about Mohammed's ignorance of
Judaism and Christianity, his use of violence to force his tribe to accept his theological nonsense,
the true meaning of the word "Allah", etc. And, naturally, there is discussion of the bizarre sexual
practices countenanced by this cult, and we learn that female genital mutilation is just the tip of a
very ugly iceberg.But since it is the script of a video series, there is a HUGE amount of repetition. In
one sense, this helps drive home a message the West desperately needs to hear, but on the other it
is tedious and can drive some to lay down the book without reading it. It could benefit greatly from
editing by a professional. Also, although it didn't bother me much, the author is not a native English
speaker and it shows at times; again, a little editing would help with this difficulty,The message this
book seeks to convey is so important that its defects can be overlooked. A one hour session
reading it will inform you more dependably about Mohammedanism than ten years of listening to the
likes of Bush, Obama, or the English PM, what's-his-name.

I suppose many people don't have the time or are even concerned enough to have read the Qur'an
(much less studied it) or the Hadith for that matter. If you also are a Christian who is not that familiar
with the Bible, then this book will be a little difficult for you. I believe in order to find the truth in
matters, one must look at the evidence presented by both sides of an argument or belief system.
After having spent the last six years studying the Bible and accomplishing a degree, I have now
spent the last year intensely studying the claims of the Qur'an and Hadith. I am led to the same
conclusions that I.Q. Al Rassooli presents to us. I begin to understand how people of all faiths will

follow their perspective religion without ever questioning its history and where its' theology springs
from. Followers with a sincere heart will follow many of the positive practices designed to enlighten
them. Many Christians never read their Bibles and couldn't tell you much of its history. But they will
try to be good people.I believe much of the same is true for many sincere Muslims.If you are
searching for the truth and the answers, then read this book. You may not agree with the authors
conclusions, but I can only say, that I found nothing he wrote that I could dispute with. Thank you
I.Q. Al Rassooli for having the courage to write this book. It will forever be a book that I will keep in
my library and on my Kindle for quick reference.

This is a very well-argued book. It should be sent to every parliamentarian in the Western world.

This brilliant book is both solidly researched and convenient to use, as each one of the many
concise chapters answers a precise question in a very clear and perfectly documented manner.
This makes it the best resource I know for studying in a highly accessible way the various topics
related to the teachings of the Qur'an, the fundamentals of Islam, the complex corpus of the hadiths,
as well as all the different problems which arise when one tries to understand the significance of this
religious culture in the modern world. This distinguished scholar is always careful to shed light on
the intricate nuances of the original Arabic text, so that the non-Arabic reader may feel confident
that the information provided is reliable and accurately translated and explained. I highly
recommend this book to all, students, researchers, believers, non-believers, as well as the general
public.
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